An advanced control system should be supported by an equally powerful yet simplified central and remote elevator monitoring software suite.

**Interact** provides instant insight for elevator system performance. Many convenient, easy to use functions have been combined into a single software product, providing value for Contractors, Consultants and Building Owners or Property Managers.

The **Interact** elevator command and control system is both interactive and intuitive, aiding troubleshooting diagnosis, verifying system performance, and monitoring handling capacity and operation.

When the power of technology is used to simplify essential tasks, everybody wins.
About Elevator Controls

Elevator Controls Corporation, established in 1986, is a widely recognized manufacturer of Non-proprietary microprocessor based elevator controllers.

Standardization across all products allows EC to offer true backward compatibility, enhancing maintainability, reducing spares burden, and extending service life.

Our mission is to develop equipment that is simple for customers to install, adjust and maintain.

Learn more at: www.elevatorcontrols.com